
Lesson Plan

Name: Maya Issac Unit/Topic: Interim Assessment 1/Multiplication Week of: October 18-22, 2021

Monday: 10/11 Tuesday:10/12 Wednesday:10/13 Thursday: 10/14 Friday: 10/15

TEKS/AP Standards: 4.4.B Determine products of a number and 10 or 100
using properties of operations and place value
understandings

Objective(s): Interim Assessment 1 We will determine the product of a number and 10 or
100 using multiplication.

We will use box method
multiplication to simplify
a problem.

Bellwork: Multiplication Chart Multiplication Chart Multiplication Chart

Learning Activity: Interim Assessment 1 MULTIPLYING BY 10s & 100s - 0’s Trick Box Method Graphic
Organizer

Fact Fluency X5
Flocabulary
Flashcards

X5
Flocabulary
Flashcards

X5
Kahoot

Key Vocabulary:

Guided/Independent
Practice:

Interim Assessment 1 Go Math Lesson 7.1 & 8.1
Start by showing the students 2x10=20, then 10+10=20
and start the conversation about how they are alike
and why multiplication might be used instead of
addition. Next show 3x100=300, then
100+100+100=300 and have the same discussion.
Continue modeling with more and more complex
numbers but always multiplying them by 10 and 100.
Once students are comprehending the pattern start
with the “Multiplying Practice” page. Demonstrate and
then have students partner up to complete.

Create an anchor chart
and have students use the
Box Method Template to
glue in their journals.
Using 23x19 demonstrate
placing the numbers in
their correct locations.
Spend time talking about
and comparing the
relationship between an
area model and box
method. Have students
record how to use the
boxes to solve the
problem. You can refer to
the separation of the tens
and ones number as
expanded notation. A



common mistake students
make is using the wrong
numbers to solve for
certain boxes. Drawing
the arrows on the anchor
chart and in their journal
may help. Last each box
gets added just like in
area models. Continue
practicing and make sure
students are multiplying
the correct numbers. Use
standard algorithm to
check. One way to help
speed up box method is
to start with the zeroes.
Each box gets the number
of zeroes it needs for the
answer. (Ex: the 10s x 10s
box starts with two zeroes
and the 2 10s x 1s boxes
always start with one
zero. The 1s x 1s box
doesn’t get a zero.) Then
put a slash through the
zeroes. Next all the
student has to solve is a
one by one digit
multiplication fact to
solve for each box

Lesson Closure: Interim Assessment 1 Daily Task Assessment pg. 220/270

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket:

Interim Assessment 1

Homework Problem Set 17 Problem Set 18

Key Questions During Lesson:

What is place value? What is skip counting? What is a pattern? What are repeating numbers?




